Introduction {#Sec1}
============

*Motivation and Problem Statement.* Persistent homology \[[@CR7], [@CR17], [@CR19]\] is a paradigm to analyze how topological properties of general data sets evolve across multiple scales. Thanks to the success of the theory in finding applications (see, e.g., \[[@CR22], [@CR31]\] for recent enumerations), there is a growing demand for efficient computations of the involved topological invariants.

In this paper, we consider a sequence of simplicial complexes $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$(\mathbb {K}_i)_{i=0,\ldots ,m}$$\end{document}$ and simplicial maps $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$\phi _i:\mathbb {K}_i\rightarrow \mathbb {K}_{i+1}$$\end{document}$ connecting them, calling this data a (*simplicial*) *tower* of length *m*. Applying the homology functor with an arbitrary field, we obtain a *persistence module*, a sequence of vector spaces connected by linear maps. Such a module decomposes into a *barcode*, a collection of intervals, each representing a homological feature in the tower that spans over the specified range of scales.

Our computational problem is to compute the barcode of a given tower efficiently. The most prominent case of a tower is when all maps $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$f_i$$\end{document}$ are inclusion maps. In this case one obtains a *filtration*, a sequence of nested simplicial complexes. A considerable amount of work went into the study of fast algorithms for the filtration case, which culminated in fast software libraries for this task. The more general case of towers recently received growing interest in the context of sparsification technique for the Vietoris--Rips and Čech complexes; see the related work section below for a detailed discussion.

*Results.* As our first result, we show that any tower can be *efficiently* converted into a *small* filtration with the same barcode. Using the well-known concept of *mapping cylinders* from algebraic topology \[[@CR21]\], it is easy to see that such a conversion is possible in principle. Dey et al. \[[@CR15]\] give an explicit construction, called "coning", for the generalized case of *zigzag towers*. Using a simple variant of their coning strategy, we obtain a filtration whose size is only marginally larger than the length of the tower in the worst case. Furthermore, we experimentally show that the size is even smaller on realistic instances.

To describe our improved coning strategy, we discuss the case that a simplicial map in the tower contracts two vertices *u* and *v*. The coning strategy by Dey et al. proposes to join *u* with the closed star of *v*, making all incident simplices of *v* incident to *u* without changing the homotopy type. The vertex *u* is then taken as the representative of the contracted pair in the further processing of the tower. We refer to the number of simplices that the join operation adds to the complex as the *cost* of the contraction. Quite obviously, the method is symmetric in *u* and *v*, and we have two choices to pick the representative, leading to potentially quite different costs. We employ the self-evident strategy to pick the representative that leads to smaller costs (somewhat reminiscent of the "union-by-weight" rule in the union-find data structure \[[@CR13], §21\]). Perhaps surprisingly, this idea leads to an asymptotically improved size bound on the filtration. We prove this by an abstraction to path decompositions on weighted forest which might be of some independent interest. Altogether, the worst-case size of the filtration is $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$O(\Delta \cdot n \cdot \log (n_0))$$\end{document}$, where $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$\Delta $$\end{document}$ is the maximal dimension of any complex in the tower, and *n*/$\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$n_0$$\end{document}$ is the number of simplices/vertices added to the tower.

We also provide a conversion algorithm whose time complexity is roughly proportional to the total number of simplices in the resulting filtration. One immediate benefit is a generic solution to compute barcodes of towers: just convert the tower to a filtration and apply one of the efficient implementations for barcodes of filtrations. Indeed, we experimentally show that on not-too-large towers, our approach is competitive with, and sometimes outperforms [Simpers]{.smallcaps}, an alternative approach that computes the barcode of towers with *annotations*, a variant of the persistent cohomology algorithm.

Our second contribution is a space-efficient version of the just mentioned algorithmic pipeline applicable to very large towers. To motivate the result, let the *width* of a tower denote the maximal size of any simplicial complex among the $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$\mathbb {K}_i$$\end{document}$. Consider a tower with a very large length (say, larger than the number of bytes in main memory) whose width remains relatively small. In this case, our conversion algorithm yields a filtration that is very large as well. Most existing implementations for barcode computation read the entire filtration on initialization and must be converted to a streaming algorithm to handle such instances. Moreover, algorithms based on matrix reduction keep previously reduced columns because they might be needed in subsequent reduction steps. This leads to a high memory consumption for the barcode computation.

We show that with minor modifications, the standard persistent algorithm can be turned into a streaming algorithm with smaller space complexity in the case of towers. The idea is that upon contractions, simplices become *inactive* and cannot get additional cofaces. Our approach makes use of this observation by modifying the boundary matrix such that columns associated to inactive simplices can be removed. Combined with our conversion algorithm, we can compute the barcode of a tower of width $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$\omega $$\end{document}$ keeping only up to $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$O(\omega )$$\end{document}$ columns of the boundary matrix in memory. This yields a space complexity of $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$O(\omega ^2)$$\end{document}$ and a time complexity of $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$O((\Delta \cdot n \cdot \log (n_0))\omega ^2)$$\end{document}$ in the worst case. We implemented a practically improved variant that makes use of additional heuristics to speed up the barcode computation in practice and resembles the *chunk algorithm* presented in \[[@CR1]\].

We tested our implementation on various challenging data sets. The source code of the implementation is available,[1](#Fn1){ref-type="fn"} and the software was named Sophia.

*Related Work.* Already the first works on persistent homology pointed out the existence of efficient algorithms to compute the barcode invariant (or equivalently, the persistent diagram) for filtrations \[[@CR19], [@CR34]\]. As a variant of Gaussian elimination, the worst-case complexity is cubic. Remarkable theoretical follow-up results are a persistence algorithm in matrix multiplication time \[[@CR28]\], an output-sensitive algorithm to compute only high-persistent features with linear space complexity \[[@CR11]\], and a conditional lower bound on the complexity relating the problem to rank computations of sparse matrices \[[@CR18]\].

On realistic instances, the standard algorithm has shown a quasi-linear behavior in practice despite its pessimistic worst-case complexity. Nevertheless, many improvements of the standard algorithm have been presented in the last years which improve the runtime by several orders of magnitude. One line of research exploits the special structure of the boundary matrix to speed up the reduction process \[[@CR10]\]. This idea has led to efficient parallel algorithms for persistence in shared \[[@CR1]\] and distributed memory \[[@CR2]\]. Moreover, of same importance as the reduction strategy is an appropriate choice of data structures in the reduction process as demonstrated by the [PHAT]{.smallcaps} library \[[@CR3]\]. A parallel line of research was the development of dual algorithms using persistent cohomology, based on the observation that the resulting barcode is identical \[[@CR14]\]. The *annotation algorithm* \[[@CR4], [@CR15]\] is an optimized variant of this idea realized in the [Gudhi]{.smallcaps} library \[[@CR26]\]. It is commonly considered as an advantage of annotations that only a cohomology basis must be kept during the reduction process, making it more space efficient than reduction-based approaches. We refer to the comparative study \[[@CR30]\] for further approaches and software for persistence on filtrations.

Moreover, generalizations of the persistence paradigm are an active field of study. *Zigzag persistence* is a variant of persistence where the maps in the filtration are allowed to map in either direction (that is, either $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$\phi _i:\mathbb {K}_i\hookleftarrow \mathbb {K}_{i+1}$$\end{document}$). The barcode of zigzag filtrations is well-defined \[[@CR8]\] as a consequence of Gabriel's theorem \[[@CR20]\] on decomposable quivers -- see \[[@CR31]\] for a comprehensive introduction. The initial algorithms to compute this barcode \[[@CR9]\] has been improved recently \[[@CR25]\]; also \[[@CR27]\] has provided another further improvement. Our case of towers of complexes and simplicial maps can be modeled as a zigzag filtration and therefore sits in-between the standard and the zigzag filtration case.

Dey et al. \[[@CR15]\] described the first efficient algorithm to compute the barcode of towers. Instead of the aforementioned coning approach explained in their paper, their implementation handles contractions with an empirically smaller number of insertions, based on the link condition. Recently, the authors have released the [SimPers]{.smallcaps} library[2](#Fn2){ref-type="fn"} that implements their annotation algorithm from the paper.

The case of towers has received recent attention in the context of approximate Vietoris--Rips and Čech filtrations. The motivation for approximation is that the (exact) topological analysis of a set of *n* points in *d*-dimensions requires a filtration of size $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$O(n^{d+1})$$\end{document}$ which is prohibitive for most interesting input sizes. Instead, one aims for a filtration or tower of much smaller size, with the guarantee that the approximate barcode will be close to the exact barcode ("close" usually means that the bottleneck distance between the barcodes on the logarithmic scale is upper bounded; we refer to the cited works for details). The first such type of result by Sheehy \[[@CR32]\] resulted in an approximate filtration; however, it has been observed that passing to towers gives more freedom in defining the approximation complexes and somewhat simplifies the approximation schemes conceptually. See \[[@CR6], [@CR12], [@CR15], [@CR24]\] for examples. Very recently, the SimBa library \[[@CR16]\] brings these theoretical approximation techniques for Vietoris--Rips complexes into practice. The approach consists of a geometric layer to compute a tower, and an algebraic layer to compute its barcode, for which they use [SimPers]{.smallcaps}. Our approach can be seen as an alternative realization of this algebraic layer.

This paper is a more complete version of the conference paper \[[@CR23]\]. It provides missing proof details from \[[@CR23]\] and a conclusion, both omitted in the former version for space restrictions. In addition, the experimental results were redone with the most recent versions of the corresponding software libraries. Furthermore, the new Sect. [3.5](#Sec8){ref-type="sec"} discusses the tightness of the complexity bound of our first main result.

*Outline.* We introduce the necessary basic concepts in Sect. [2](#Sec2){ref-type="sec"}. We describe our conversion algorithm from general towers to barcodes in Sect. [3](#Sec3){ref-type="sec"}. The streaming algorithm for persistence is discussed in Sect. [4](#Sec9){ref-type="sec"}. We conclude in Sect. [5](#Sec14){ref-type="sec"}.

Background {#Sec2}
==========

*Simplicial Complexes.* Given a finite *vertex setV*, a *simplex* is merely a non-empty subset of *V*; more precisely, a *k-simplex* is a subset consisting of $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$k+1$$\end{document}$ vertices, and *k* is called the *dimension* of the simplex. Throughout the paper, we will denote simplices by small Greek letters, except for vertices (0-simplices) which we denote by *u*, *v*, and *w*. For a *k*-simplex $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$\tau \subseteq \sigma $$\end{document}$. If $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$\ell $$\end{document}$, we call it an $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$\ell =k-1$$\end{document}$, we call it a *facet*. For a simplex $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$\sigma $$\end{document}$ and a vertex $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$v\notin \sigma $$\end{document}$, we define the *join*$\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$v*\sigma $$\end{document}$ as the simplex $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$\{v\}\cup \sigma $$\end{document}$. These definitions are inspired by visualizing a *k*-simplex as the convex hull of $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$\mathbb {R}^k$$\end{document}$, but we will not need this geometric interpretation in our arguments.

An (*abstract*) *simplicial complex*$\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$\mathbb {K}$$\end{document}$ over *V* is a set of simplices that is closed under taking faces. We call *V* the *vertex set* of $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$\mathcal {V}(\mathbb {K}):=V$$\end{document}$. The *dimension* of $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$\mathbb {K}$$\end{document}$ is the maximal dimension of its simplices. For $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$\tau $$\end{document}$ if their dimensions differ by exactly one. A simplicial complex $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$\mathcal {W}\subseteq \mathcal {V}$$\end{document}$, the *induced subcomplex* by $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$\sigma \subseteq \mathcal {W}$$\end{document}$. For a subcomplex $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$v\in \mathcal {V}(\mathbb {K}){\setminus }\mathcal {V}(\mathbb {L})$$\end{document}$, we define the join $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$v*\mathbb {L}:=\{v*\sigma \mid \sigma \in \mathbb {L}\}$$\end{document}$. For a vertex $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$\mathrm {St}(v,\mathbb {K})$$\end{document}$, is the set of all cofaces of *v* in $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$\mathbb {K}$$\end{document}$. In general, the star is not a subcomplex, but we can make it a subcomplex by adding all faces of star simplices, which is denoted by the *closed star*$\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$\overline{\mathrm {St}}(v,\mathbb {K}){\setminus }\mathrm {St}(v,\mathbb {K})$$\end{document}$. It can be checked that the link is a subcomplex of $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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Lemma 2.1 {#FPar1}
---------
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The standard persistence algorithm processes the columns from left to right. In the *j*-th iteration, as long as the *j*-th column is not empty and has a pivot that appears in a previous column, it performs a left-to-right column addition. In this work, we use a simple improvement of this algorithm that is called *compression*: before reducing the *j*-th column, it first scans through the non-zero entries of the column. If a row index *i* corresponds to a negative simplex (i.e., if the *i*-th column is not zero at this point in the algorithm), the row index can be deleted without changing the pivots of the matrix. After this initial scan, the column is reduced in the same way as in the standard algorithm. See \[[@CR1], §3\] for a discussion (we remark that this optimization was also used in \[[@CR34]\]).

From Towers to Filtrations {#Sec3}
==========================

We phrase now our first result which says that any tower can be converted into a filtration of only marginally larger size with a space-efficient streaming algorithm:

Theorem 3.1 {#FPar2}
-----------
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The remainder of the section is organized as follows. We define $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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Active and Small Coning {#Sec4}
-----------------------

*Coning.* We briefly revisit the *coning strategy* introduced by Dey et al. \[[@CR15]\]. Let $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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A second difference is that our strategy exploits that an elementary contraction of two vertices *u* and *v* leaves us with a choice: we can either take *u* or *v* as the representative of the contracted vertex. In terms of simplicial maps, these two choices correspond to setting $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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Topological Equivalence {#Sec5}
-----------------------

We make the following simplifying assumption for $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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### Lemma 3.2 {#FPar3}
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### Lemma 3.3 {#FPar4}
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### Proof {#FPar5}
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### Lemma 3.4 {#FPar6}
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### Proposition 3.5 {#FPar8}
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-------------

*The Contracting Forest.* We associate a rooted labeled forest $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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### Lemma 3.6 {#FPar10}
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*Ascending Path Decomposition.* An *only-child-path* in a binary tree is an ascending path starting in a leaf and ending at the first encountered node that has a sibling, or at the root of the tree. An only-child-path can have length 1, if the starting leaf has a sibling already. Examples of only-child-paths are shown in Fig. [2](#Fig2){ref-type="fig"}. We observe that no node with two children lies on any only-child-path, which implies that the set of only-child-paths forms an independent set of ascending paths.
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To analyze this pruning procedure in detail, we define the following integer valued function for nodes in $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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### Lemma 3.9 {#FPar15}
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### Proof {#FPar16}
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### Lemma 3.10 {#FPar17}
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### Proof {#FPar18}
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### Proposition 3.11 {#FPar19}
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### Proof {#FPar20}
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Algorithm {#Sec7}
---------

We will make frequent use of the following concept: a *dictionary* is a data structure that stores a set of *items* of the form (k,v), where k is called the *key* and v is called the *value* of the item. We assume that all keys stored in the dictionary are pairwise different. The dictionary supports three operations: insert(k,v) adds a new item to the dictionary, delete(k) removes the item with key k from the dictionary (if it exists), and search(k) returns the item with key k, or returns that no such item exists. Common realizations are balanced binary search trees \[[@CR13], §12\] and hash tables \[[@CR13], §11\].
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*Complexity Analysis.* By applying the operation costs on the above described algorithm, we obtain the following statement. Combined with Propositions [3.5](#FPar8){ref-type="sec"} and [3.11](#FPar19){ref-type="sec"}, it completes the proof of Theorem [3.1](#FPar2){ref-type="sec"}.

### Proposition 3.12 {#FPar21}
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### Proof {#FPar22}

The space complexity follows at once from the invariant, because the size of $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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*Experimental Results.* The following tests where made on a 64-bit Linux (Ubuntu) HP machine with a 3.50 GHz Intel processor and 63 GB RAM. The programs were all implemented in C++ and compiled with optimization level -O2. Our algorithm was implemented in the software Sophia.[4](#Fn4){ref-type="fn"}

To test its performance, we compared it to the software Simpers[5](#Fn5){ref-type="fn"} (downloaded in August 2017), which is the implementation of the Annotation Algorithm from Dey et al. described in \[[@CR15]\]. Simpers computes the persistence of the given filtration, so we add to our time the time the library PHAT (version 1.5) needs to compute the persistence from the generated filtration. PHAT was used with its default parameters and its '\--ascii \--verbose' options activated. Simpers also used its default parameters except for the dimension parameter which was set to 5.

The results of the tests are in Table [1](#Tab1){ref-type="table"}. The timings for File IO are not included in any process time except the input reading of Sophia. The memory peak was obtained via the '/usr/bin/time -v' Linux command. Each command was repeated 10 times and the average was token. The first three towers in the table, data1-3, were generated incrementally on a set of $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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To verify that the space consumption of our algorithm does not dependent on the length of the tower, we constructed an additional example whose size exceeds our RAM capacity, but whose width is small: we took 10 random points moving on a flat torus in a randomly chosen fixed direction. When two points get in distance less than $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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Tightness and Lower Bounds {#Sec8}
--------------------------

The conversion theorem (Theorem [3.1](#FPar2){ref-type="sec"}) yields an upper bound of $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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### Proof {#FPar24}
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To bound the costs, it suffices to count the number of edges added between *a*-vertices and *b*-vertices in each step. We call them *ab*-edges from now on. Define the *level* of a contraction to be its level in the contracting tree, where 0 is the level of the leaves, and *k* is the level of the root. On level 1, a contraction of $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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Another question is whether a different approach could convert a tower into a filtration with an (asymptotically) smaller number of simplices. For this question, consider the *inverse persistence computation problem*: given a barcode, find a filtration of minimal size which realizes this barcode. Note that solving this problem results in a simple solution for the conversion problem: compute the barcode of the tower first using an arbitrary algorithm; then compute a filtration realizing this barcode. While useful for lower bound constructions, we emphasize the impracticality of this solution, as the main purpose of the conversion is a faster computation of the barcode.

Let *b* be the number of bars of a barcode. An obvious lower bound for the filtration size is $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$\Omega (b)$$\end{document}$, because adding a simplex causes either the birth or the death of exactly one bar in the barcode. For constant dimension, *O*(*b*) is also an upper bound:

### Lemma 3.14 {#FPar25}

For a barcode with *b* bars and maximal dimension $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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### Proof {#FPar26}

Begin with an empty complex. Now consider the birth and death times represented by the barcode one by one. The first birth will be the one of a 0-dimensional class, so add a vertex $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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When a *k*-dimensional homology class is born, with $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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If a tower has length *m*, what is the maximal size of its barcode? If the size of the barcode is *O*(*m*), the preceding lemma implies that a conversion to a filtration of linear size is possible (for constant dimension). On the other hand, any example of a tower yielding a super-linear lower bound would imply a lower bound for any conversion algorithm, because a filtration has to contain at least one simplex per bar in its barcode.

To approach the question, observe that a single contraction might destroy many homology classes at once: consider a "fan" of *t* empty triangles, all glued together along a common edge *ab* (see Fig. [4](#Fig4){ref-type="fig"} (a)). Clearly, the complex has *t* generators in 1-homology. When *a* and *b* are contracted, the complex transforms to a star-shaped graph which is contractible. Moreover, a contraction can also create many homology classes at once: consider a collection of *t* disjoint triangulated spheres, all glued together along a common edge *ab*. For every sphere, remove one of the triangles incident to *ab* (see Fig. [4](#Fig4){ref-type="fig"} (b)). The resulting complex is acyclic. The contraction of the edge *ab* "closes" each of the spheres, and the resulting complex has *t* generators in 2-homology. Finally, a contraction might not affect the homology at all---see Fig. [4](#Fig4){ref-type="fig"} (c).Fig. 4Examples of the influence of contractions on the homology classes: (**a**) destruction of four 1-homology generators, (**b**) creation of two 2-homology generators, and (**c**) no influence at all

The above examples show that a single contraction can create and destroy many bars. For a super-linear bound on the barcode size, however, we would have to construct an example where sufficiently many contractions create a large number of bars. So far, we did neither succeed in constructing such an example, nor are we able to show that such an example does not exist.

Persistence by Streaming {#Sec9}
========================

Even if the complex maintained in memory during the conversion is relatively small, the algorithm to compute the final persistence might still need to memorize the whole filtration during its execution. If the complex in the original tower has a small maximum size during the whole process, we want to compute its persistence memory-efficiently even if the tower is extremely long. So, we design a streaming variant of the reduction algorithm that computes the barcode of filtrations, such that it has an efficient memory use. More precisely, we will prove the following theorem:

Theorem 4.1 {#FPar27}
-----------

With the same notation as in Theorem [4.1](#FPar27){ref-type="sec"}, we can compute the barcode of a tower $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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We describe the algorithm in Sect. [4.1](#Sec10){ref-type="sec"} and prove the complexity bounds in Sect. [4.2](#Sec11){ref-type="sec"}. The described algorithm requires various adaptations to become efficient in practice, and we describe an improved variant in Sect. [4.3](#Sec12){ref-type="sec"}. We present some experiments in Sect. [4.4](#Sec13){ref-type="sec"}.

Algorithmic Description {#Sec10}
-----------------------

On a high level, our algorithm converts the tower into an equivalent filtration and computes the barcode of that filtration. We focus on the second part, which we describe as a streaming algorithm. The input to the algorithm is a stream of elements, each starting with a token {ADDITION, INACTIVE} followed by a simplex identifier which represents a simplex $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$\sigma $$\end{document}$ as a facet. It is not difficult to modify the algorithm from Sect. [3.4](#Sec7){ref-type="sec"} to return a stream as required, within the same complexity bounds.

The algorithm uses a matrix data type $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$M$$\end{document}$ as a dictionary of columns, indexed by a simplex identifier. Each column is a sorted linked list of identifiers corresponding to the non-zero row indices of the column. In particular, we can access the pivot of the column in constant time and we can add two columns in time proportional to the maximal size of the involved lists. Note that most software libraries store the boundary matrix as an array of columns, but we use dictionaries for space efficiency.

There are two secondary data structures that we mention briefly: given a row index *r*, we have to identify the column index *c* of the column that has *r* as pivot in the matrix (or to find out that no such column exists). This can be done using a dictionary with key and value type both simplex identifiers. Finally, we maintain a dictionary representing the set of simplex identifiers that represent active simplices of the complex, plus a flag denoting whether the corresponding simplex is positive or negative. It is straight-forward to maintain these structures during the algorithm, and we will omit the description of the required operations.

The algorithm uses two subroutines. The first one, called reduce_column, takes a column identifier *j* as input is defined as follows: iterate through the non-zero row indices of *j*. If an index *i* is the index of an inactive and negative column in $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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The second subroutine, remove_row, takes a index $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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The main algorithm can be described easily now: if the input stream contains an addition of a simplex, we add the column to $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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### Proposition 4.2 {#FPar28}

The algorithm computes the correct barcode.

### Proof {#FPar29}

First, note that removing a column from $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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Note that remove_row might also include right-to-left column additions, and we also have to argue that they do not change the pivots. Let $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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Complexity Analysis {#Sec11}
-------------------
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The number of rows is more difficult to bound because we cannot guarantee that each column in $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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### Lemma 4.5 {#FPar33}
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### Proof {#FPar34}
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### Proposition 4.6 {#FPar35}

The algorithm has time complexity $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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### Proof {#FPar36}
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Implementation {#Sec12}
--------------

The algorithm described in Sect. [4.1](#Sec10){ref-type="sec"} is not efficient in practice for three reasons: First, it has been observed as a general rule that the *clearing optimization* \[[@CR3]\] significantly improves the standard algorithm. However, in the above form, that optimization is not usable because it requires to process the columns in a non-incremental way. Second, the remove_row routine scans the entire matrix $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$M$$\end{document}$; while not affecting the worst-case complexity, frequently scanning the matrix should be avoided in practice. Finally, the above algorithm uses lists to represent columns, but it has been observed that this is a rather inefficient way to perform matrix operations \[[@CR3]\].

We outline a variant of the above algorithm that partially overcomes these drawbacks and behaves better in practice. In particular, our variant can be implemented with all column representations available in the [Phat]{.smallcaps} library. The idea is to perform a "batch" variant of the previous algorithm: We define a *chunk size*$\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$C$$\end{document}$ elements, we start the reduction of the newly inserted columns using the clearing optimization. That is, we go in decreasing dimension and remove a column as soon as its index becomes the pivot of another column; see \[[@CR10]\] for details. After the reduction ends, except for the last chunk, we go over the columns of the matrix and check for each pivot whether it is active. If it is, we traverse its row entries in decreasing order, but skipping the pivot. Let $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$\ell $$\end{document}$ from the current column. After performing these steps for all remaining columns of the matrix, we go over all columns again, deleting every column with inactive pivot. (Also cleaning up the secondary data structures is described in Sect. [4.1](#Sec10){ref-type="sec"}.)

It remains the question of how to choose the parameter $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \usepackage{amsmath}
                \usepackage{wasysym} 
                \usepackage{amsfonts} 
                \usepackage{amssymb} 
                \usepackage{amsbsy}
                \usepackage{mathrsfs}
                \usepackage{upgreek}
                \setlength{\oddsidemargin}{-69pt}
                \begin{document}$$C$$\end{document}$ rather large but to make sure that the matrix will still fit into memory.

Experimental Evaluation {#Sec13}
-----------------------

The tests were made with the same setup as in Sect. [3.4](#Sec7){ref-type="sec"}. Figure [5](#Fig5){ref-type="fig"} shows the effect of the chunk size parameter *C* on the runtime and memory consumption of the algorithm. The data used is S3 (see Sect. [3.4](#Sec7){ref-type="sec"}); we also performed the tests on the other examples from Table [1](#Tab1){ref-type="table"}, with similar outcome. The File IO operations are included in the measurements. Confirming the theory, as the chunk size decreases, our implementation needs less space but more computation time (while the running time seems to increase slightly again for larger chunk sizes).Fig. 5Evolution of processing time (left *Y*-axis in s) and process memory peak (right *Y*-axis in kB) depending on the chunk size (logarithmic *X*-axis)

For the $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
                \usepackage{amsmath}
                \usepackage{wasysym} 
                \usepackage{amsfonts} 
                \usepackage{amssymb} 
                \usepackage{amsbsy}
                \usepackage{mathrsfs}
                \usepackage{upgreek}
                \setlength{\oddsidemargin}{-69pt}
                \begin{document}$$4.6\times 10^9$$\end{document}$ inclusions tower from Sect. [3.4](#Sec7){ref-type="sec"}, with $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
                \usepackage{amsmath}
                \usepackage{wasysym} 
                \usepackage{amsfonts} 
                \usepackage{amssymb} 
                \usepackage{amsbsy}
                \usepackage{mathrsfs}
                \usepackage{upgreek}
                \setlength{\oddsidemargin}{-69pt}
                \begin{document}$$C= 200{,}000$$\end{document}$, the algorithm took around 4.5 h, the virtual memory used was constantly around 68 MB and the resident set size constantly around 49 MB, confirming the theoretical statement that the memory size does not depend on the length of the filtration.

Conclusion {#Sec14}
==========

In the first part of the paper, we have presented an efficient algorithm to reduce the computation of the barcode of a simplicial tower to the computation of a barcode of a filtration with slightly larger size. With our approach, every algorithmic improvement for persistence computation on the filtration case becomes immediately applicable to the case of towers as well. In the second part of the paper, we present a streaming variant of the classical persistence algorithm for the case of towers. In here, the extra information provided by the towers permits a more space efficient storage of the boundary matrix.

There are various theoretical and practical questions remaining for further work: as already exposed in Sect. [3.5](#Sec8){ref-type="sec"}, the question of how large the barcode of a tower can become has immediate consequences on the conversion from towers to filtrations. Moreover, while we focused on constant dimension in Sect. [3.5](#Sec8){ref-type="sec"}, we cannot exclude the possibility that our algorithm achieves a better asymptotic bound for non-constant dimensions.

We made our software publicly available in the Sophia library. There are several open questions regarding practical performance. For instance, our complex representation, based on hash table, could be replaced with other variants, such as the Simplex tree \[[@CR5]\]. Moreover, it would be interesting to compare our streaming approach for the barcode computation with a version that converts to a filtration and subsequently computes the barcode with the annotation algorithm. The reason is that the latter algorithm only maintains a cohomology basis of the currently active complex in memory and therefore avoids the storage of the entire boundary matrix.

Currently, a Gudhi Module of Sophia is under review. Since both the simplex tree and annotation algorithm are part of the Gudhi library \[[@CR33]\], the integration of our conversion algorithm in an upcoming version of Gudhi will both increase the usability of our software and faciliate the aforementioned comparisons.

At <https://bitbucket.org/schreiberh/sophia/>.

[http://web.cse.ohio-state.edu/\~tamaldey/SimPers/Simpers.html](http://web.cse.ohio-state.edu/%7etamaldey/SimPers/Simpers.html).

They talk about "collapses" instead of "contractions", but this notion clashes with the standard notion of simplicial collapses of free faces that we use later. Therefore, we decided to use "contraction", even though the edge between the contracted vertices might not be present in the complex.

<https://bitbucket.org/schreiberh/sophia/>.

[http://web.cse.ohio-state.edu/\~tamaldey/SimPers/Simpers.html](http://web.cse.ohio-state.edu/%7etamaldey/SimPers/Simpers.html).
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